Teaching Medical Students How to Talk with Patients about Cardiovascular Risk Factor Modification.
Although medical students are increasingly taught about the nature and importance of cardiovascular risk factors, they are less often taught how to talk about them with patients and how to encourage patients to modify certain behaviors (e.g., smoking), which are associated with high risk for cardiovascular disease. The authors describe a short educational module designed to help third year psychiatry clerks learn some practical, patient-oriented aspects of preventive cardiology. From a small group discussion that encourages active participation, students learn to assess and explore environmental factors, skill deficits, cognitive distortions and emotions that may prevent patients from changing high-risk behavior. Strategies for change are then suggested, discussed and assessed for effectiveness in sample situations. This type of module is readily adoptable into most medical school psychiatry curricula and, if widely used, could promote the necessary skills to effectively change high-risk behaviors and lead to a further reduction in cardiovascular disease.